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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

 

1. The students are directed to read newspapers and 
magazines daily and update themselves with the 
current affairs. 

2. Maintain a personal diary and write two new words 
everyday along with current affairs. 

3. All the students are required to revise the PT-1 
Syllabus of all the subjects thoroughly. 

4. The students may pay a visit to some of the educational 
centers like National Science Centre, Art Museum, Nehru 
Planetarium and write the experiences in their personal 
diary. 

5. Worksheets of each subject is given along with their 
respective Holiday Homework. The students should take 

its print out and submit on the reopening day to the 
concerned subject teacher. 

ENGLISH 

1) Revise the syllabus of the Periodic Test 1. 
 

2) Read the prescribed books, I.e. Oliver Twist or Robinson Crusoe. 
 

3) Activity- 
▪ Plan a get together party to be held at your place. 
▪ Make a list of things you will require using determiners. 

o Ex. I called up all my friends for the party. 
▪ Some of them didn’t come. 
▪ My mother bought few packets of chips for us. 

▪ Click photographs and paste them. Now, write a 
diary entry in not more than 120 words 
describing the fun you had at the party. 

▪ At the end of the party, when you were helping 
your mother clean up the house, you found a 
watch lying unclaimed in the living room. Draft a 



 

 

notice for the School Notice Board inviting the 
claimants for the same that you would put up in 
the school as soon as it reopens. 

 

4) Watch the movie Oliver Twist (2005 version) and 
design the cover page with the pictures of your 
favourite scene from the movie. Then, describe your 
favourite scene in about 300 words and put the sheet 
within a folder for the submission. 

 
5) Read the suggested book Oliver Twist or Robinson 

Crusoe and identify your favourite character from the 
story and prepare a short Book review for it. You may 
use the following pointers- 

 

▪ Summary of the story or the central theme if the 
book is a non fiction book. 

▪ Should a first time reader, read the book that you are 
reviewing? 

▪ Do you recommend this book to every person 
or just a set of reader who like that particular 
genre? 

▪ Impression of the book by its cover title etc, 
what the book actually is. 

▪ Your favourite parts or quotes or characters from the book. 
▪ Most importantly, your personal views about 

the book after reading it. 
 

6) Read the poem, ‘I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings’ and prepare a 
fictitious conversation between any two caged animals. 
 
 
 

ENGLISH  
Practice Worksheet (GRAMMAR)  
Q1. Insert indefinite articles ‘an’ or ‘a’ where necessary.  
1. This is .......... orange. 2. That is ......... book.  
3. This is .......... hospital. 4. That is .......... egg.  
5. He is eating .......... apple.  
6. This is .......... umbrella.  
7. That is ......... university.  
8. I'll be away for ........... hour.  
9. What ......... nice day! 10........... horse is ........... animal.  

Q2. Insert definite or indefinite articles, the an, a, where necessary.  
1. Greeks like ........... coffee.  
2. English like .......... tea. 3........... exercise he is writing is very easy.  
4........... exercise is good for our health.  
5. He lives in ........... Japan.  



 

 

6. Is ,........ Chinese easy?  
7. ....... Chinese language is difficult.  
8. Mr. Brown is ......... teacher.  
9. They took him to ....... hospital in .............. ambulance 10. ....... good student 
work hard.  
11.........., students must work hard. 12. He is having............. lunch.  
Q3. Supply the definite article the, where necessary.  
1. Ι Ι ́Ι study .......... history of Crete next year. 2 .......... History is an interesting 
subject. 3. ......... water in your glass is hot. 4. He always drinks ........... cold 
water. 5. She lives on .......... bridge street. 6 .......... Mississippi river is ............. 
longest river in ....... world.  
7. A lot of ships cross ........... Pacific Ocean. 8. We drink .......... tea out of ........... 
cups.  
9.......... tea in this cup is too cold.  
10. For me breakfast is ., ............ best meal of ....... day.  

Q4. Insert definite or indefinite articles, the an, a, where 
necessary.  
1. Napoleon ......... great was born in Corsica. 2.......... best coffee comes from 
......... ..Mocha .......... town in ......... Arabia.  
3........... Alps are .......... longest mountain in Europe. 4........... Aegean sea is 
usually rough.  
5. He fell and was taken to ....... hospital.  
6. We must help ....... poor. 
7. This is made in .......... United Kingdom.  
8........... Americans like whisky but ............ Germans prefer beer.  
9........... silver is one of the heaviest metals.  

 
Q5. Complete the following exercise using a/an/the/X (no 
article) in the underlined spaces where appropriate. Change 
capital letters to lower case letters at the beginning of a 
sentence if necessary.  
 
Ms Parrot, (1) ___ most famous lady detective of (2) ___ twenty-first century, was 
born in (3) ___ United Kingdom in (4) ___ 1960s. Since then, she has been to many 
countries, including (5) ___ Portugal, Singapore and Australia, and has lived in (6) 
___ northern hemisphere and (7) ___ southern hemisphere, as well as on (8) ___ 
equator. She has never been to (9) ___ Philippines or (10) ___ United States, but 
she speaks (11) English, French and Portuguese. Like Sherlock Holmes, (12) ___ 
famous detective, she plays (13) ___ violin, and sometimes practises up to five 
times (14) ___ day. She is also (15) ___ only person in (16) ___ world to have 
performed Tchaikovsky’s 1812 overture [a long piece of music] in one breath on 
(17) ___ recorder.  
She has been (18) ___ detective for thirty years and claims that although many 
people think that being (19) ___ detective is (20) ___ piece of cake, detectives 
generally work very hard and it’s not all fun and games. (21) ___ detective is 
someone who solves mysteries, and (22) ___ people who contact Ms Parrot have 
some very unusual problems. Little information is available about some of (23) ___ 
cases she has solved, but quite (24) ___ few of her most famous cases have 
attracted worldwide attention and she has been offered up to (25) ___ thousand 



 

 

dollars (26) ___ hour to help solve mysteries such as (27) ___ case of (28) ___ 
Australian owl in (29) ___ uniform. (30) ___ bird laid (31) ___ egg in (32) ___ 
European nest in less than (33) ___ hour after its arrival. What (34) ___ strange 
problem!  
With great (35) ___ modesty, she has either declined such (36) ___ fee or donated 
(37) ___ money to (38) ___ poor, or to (39) ___ Grammar Survival Fund, believing 
that (40) ___ detective should use their skills for (41) ___ common good.  
 

Q6. Fill in the following spaces with the suitable Preposition.  
 
1. I returned home after several years, and had not seen my parents ______ the day 
I left.  

2. This book is not suitable ______ young children.  

3. He was much annoyed ______ the bank-notes turning out to be false.  

4. My eyes were so full ______ dust, that I could not distinguish one thing ______ 
another.  

5. I cannot at present decide ______ the matter definitely.  

6. I cannot agree ______ you that such a precaution is necessary.  

7. It would be foolish to work ______ such a manner.  

8. He threw a stone ______ me and hit me ______ the nose.  

9. The ship was completely ______ the mercy of the waves.  

10. What is useless is dear ______ any price.  

11. The shop is open _____ 9 a.m. _____ 9 p.m. _____ weekdays.  

12. Mary is very punctual. She is always _____ time for her appointments. 
13. This scarf was given to me _____ John. He said that he had bought it _____ a 
shop in Chinatown while he was in San Francisco.  

14. This book is _____ the few that I really enjoyed reading. I stayed up _____ twelve 
o'clock last night to finish it.  

15. My parents still treat me _____ a ten-year-old girl even though I am already 
seventeen. They wont' let me go anywhere on my own _____ bus.  

16. The committee members discussed the problem _____ themselves _____ they 
brought it up _____ the meeting.  

17. We shall have to leave the house _____ six a.m. at the latest _____ get to the 
airport _____ time to catch our flight.  

18. The baby was born _____ 1 p.m. _____ New Year's Eve.  

19. The old man suffered a heart attack _____ the night and died _____ the 
morning.  

20. The boys go everywhere _____ bicycles. They never ride _____ a bus.  

21. My eldest sister has gone to Los Angeles _____ a holiday. She went there _____ 
plane. She will be there _____ a week.  



 

 

22. This book was published _____ August 1984. It was written _____ Sidney 
Sheldon.  

23. One of my classmates comes to school _____ bus. He says that he has to leave 
his house _____ half past six every morning _____ be _____ time for school.  

24. The robbers were caught _____ the police _____ forty-eight hours of the robbery. 
They were fighting _____ themselves over the loot when the police surrounded their 
hideout.  

25. We are studying hard _____ our final examination which begins _____ Monday. 
We hope to do well in the examination _____ our parents will be proud of us.  
 

Q7. Fill in each of the blanks with the correct preposition.  
 
1.One of the commuters lost his purse ______ the journey to San Francisco.  
2.The tired baby slept ______ the show, oblivious to the noise.  
3.The dog dashed ______ the busy road, causing motorists some anxious moments.  
4.The principal will look ______ the matter the soonest possible.  
5.The man has been here ______ this morning.  
6.The speaker was asked to go straight ______ the point.  
7.The car is sandwiched ______ a bus and a lorry.  
8.The actor used to dress ______ a clown.  
9.The child is proud ______ himself because he is not afraid ______ the dark.  
10.Henderson is popular ______ his friends because he is good ______ singing.  
11.Many people are not keen ______ the Green Campaign because ______ their 
apathy.  
12.Well, you can take ______ the screw ______ a screwdriver.  
13.Being punctual, Mr. Lambert is always ______ time for any functions.  
14.I have lent my bicycle ______ Jimmy. You may borrow it ______ him.  
15.It is rude ______ talk about people, especially when you are ______ the wrong.  
16.People are more conscious ______ their spending ______ inflation.  
17.I have been sleeping soundly ______ the night and now I am full ______ energy 
to embark ______ the project.  
18.Kimmy worked ______ late at night to prepare herself ______ the presentation 
______ the seminar the next day.  
19.I don't agree ______ you that co-curricular activities have an adverse effect 
______ schoolchildren.  
20.You should spend ______ your budget, otherwise you may be ______ debts.  

 
Q8.Fill in each of the blanks with suitable prepositions.  
obedient, hard-working, friendly, creative, good-looking, 
outgoing, talkative, patient, honest, adventurous, lazy, 
dishonest.  
 
1.A sickle is a kind ______ knife ______ a short handle and a sharp, curved edge.  
2.______ it, a man can cut a hectare ______ padi ______ five days.  



 

 

3.To find the mean temperature ______ a place, the maximum and the minimum 
temperatures ______ each day ______ the month are added ______ and divided _____ 
the number _____ days ______ the month.  
4.They suspected him ______ having gone ______ the manager to report ______ them 
______ coming late to the office.  
5.______ three-quarters ______ the land ______ Rainbow Valley is covered ______ 
forests.  
6.The question asks you to show the differences ______ a spider and an insect. You 
must pass ______ your paper ______ an hour's time.  
7.He was ______ his wits' end trying to make a living ______ his wife and children. 
He also had to pay the landlord three months' rent ______ the end ______ that 
month, or he would have to shift ______.  
8.She lives ______ her family ______ the other end of town. The bus passes ______ 
her house hourly.  
9.You can't compare an engineer ______ a skilled workman. Both ______ them are 
trained ______ different kinds ______ jobs.  
10.The prices ______ essential foodstuffs have not gone ______ at all ______ recent 
years. Instead, they have gone _____.  
11.He listened ______ the radio ______ two hours before he switched it ______ and 
went ______ bed.  
12.______ Arctic lands, travel is easy ______ sledge ______ winter and ______ small 
boat or canoe ______ summer.  
13.He examined the pages _____ the notebook and found that there were ink-
marks ______ some ______ them. He held it ______ to the light to see the faint 
writing more clearly.  
14.The boy ran ______ the field when he saw his mother getting ______ of the car. 
He waved ______ her, but she did not see him.  
15.He dropped ______ to sleep while traveling ______ a taxi ______ Newtown.  
 

Q9. Fill in the blanks using the following adjectives-  
 
1. An ______ person never does anything that is not allowed.  
2. An ______ person never tells lies.  
3. An ______ person is willing to try new or difficult things.  
4. A ______ person always gets high marks in dictation.  
5. An ______ person always makes friends easily.  
6. Cecilia is ______ and the stories she writes are very interesting.  
7. Patrick is ______ and he never gets angry.  
8. Phoebe never talks in class even though she is ______.  
9. A ______ person always plays tricks on others.  
10. My cat is ______ because it never catches mice.  
 

Q10.Fill in the blanks with the correct degree of the adjective 
given in the brackets.  
 
1. Raveena is ……………………… (tall) than her sister.  
2. The Alps are the …………………………. (high) mountain ranges in Europe.  
3. The test was very ……………………. (easy)  
4. The test was ……………………. (easy) than I thought.  
5. She is ……………………. (old) than him.  



 

 

6. Who is the …………………. (tall) man in the world?  
7. I can run …………………… than you. (fast)  
8. Who is the …………………… runner in the class? (fast)  
9. Ravi’s house is as ………………….. (big) as Peter’s house.  
10. She took the …………………….. (strong) ropes to tie the bags together.  
11. This story is ……………………….. (interesting) than that story. 
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